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AXON Body Worn Camera + Evidence.com
PROTECT LIFE
THE AXON NETWORK

PEOPLE

DEVICES

APPS
AXON – NY/CT LEA PARTNERS

NYPD - BWC
White Plains PD – BWC, In-Car
Westchester County PD - BWC
Hartford PD - BWC, In-Car
New London PD – BWC
East Hartford PD – BWC
CITIZEN FOR OFFICERS
ONE-ON-ONE EVIDENCE COLLECTION
WORKFLOW: CITIZEN FOR OFFICERS

1. Initiate SMS invitation via MDT or Axon Capture mobile app
2. Witness receives SMS with link
3. Witness uploads media to Evidence.com
OFFICER ACTIVITY
AXON CAPTURE WORKFLOW

Step One

Step Two

Step Three

The invite has been sent
CITIZEN MEMBER ACTIVITY

Step One

Monday, October 23, 2017

Click https://citizendemo.evidence.com/axon/citizen/share/Y62PQG_tbwjch2mKHLYN_063kC7VGitR4lX2CCWMCg to share files with the Axon Citizen Demo Agency

Step Two

What pictures and videos do you have to share?

Photo taken of child before they

ADD FILES

Do not close browser until files have been submitted.

By tapping 'Submit', I agree that these files are relevant to the incident.

Step Three

Thank you

Your files have been submitted
Axon Citizen Photo from Robert Murphy (+12069774484)

ID: UC2017

Assigned To: Murphy, Robert (murphy)

Recorded On: Dec 29, 2017 11:06 AM - 07:00

Uploaded On: Oct 30, 2017 11:06 AM - 07:00

file size: 1.8 MB
CITIZEN FOR COMMUNITIES

COLLECT EVIDENCE FROM THE PUBLIC
WORKFLOW: CITIZEN COMMUNITIES

1. PIO opens public portal
2. PIO shares link on social media
3. Community members submit media
4. Agency accepts or declines media
OFFICER / PIO ACTIVITY

Public portal set-up page in Evidence.com
BREAKING NEWS
CHILD REPORTED MISSING
8:17 POLICE NEED YOUR HELP. SUBMIT ANY INFORMATION AT TINYURL.COM/MISSINGKID
SHARE SUBMISSION LINK WITH COMMUNITY
COMMUNITY MEMBER ACTIVITY

Step One
Welcome,
Thank you for helping the Axon Citizen Demo Agency with the Missing Person Incident
CONTINUE

Step Two
Some basic info...
Your mobile phone number is needed to text you a private link to share photos and videos

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COUNTRY CODE</th>
<th>MOBILE PHONE NUMBER *</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>United States (+1)</td>
<td>Phone Number</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

YES, SHARE MY CONTACT INFO
The contact information you provide will be shared with the agency

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MM / DD / YYYY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SUBMIT

Step Three
What pictures and videos do you have to share?

ADD FILES

Do not close browser until files have been submitted.
By tapping ‘Submit’, I agree that these files are relevant to the incident.

SUBMIT
THE POWER TO SEE TRUTH IN THE MOMENT

AXON BODY 3
CAPTURE CLEARER TRUTH: CORE CAPABILITIES

- Embedded GPS
- Simple Operation & Display
- Ironclad Security
- Lighter, More Secure Mount
- Full-Shift Battery
- Rugged Wearability
CAPTURE MORE TRUTH

- IMPROVED LOW-LIGHT AND IMAGE QUALITY
- FOUR BUILT-IN MICS
- REDUCED BLUR
CLEAR FRAME PLAYBACK

WITHOUT CLEAR FRAME

WITH CLEAR FRAME
REACT TO ACTIVE INTELLIGENCE

- GUNSHOT DETECTION
- LIVE STREAMING
- CRITICAL EVIDENCE UPLOAD
FOCUS ON THE COMMUNITY, NOT YOUR CAMERA

- POST-INCIDENT SYNOPSIS
- "FIND MY CAMERA" (REMOTELY FIND)
Pocket Mounts

Z-Bracket Mount

Magnet Mounts

Optional Clips

MOLLE Mounts

Velcro Mount

Pocket Mounts

Wing Lock
AXON FLEET 2
THE FLEET SYSTEM
FLEET 2

FRONT CAMERA
• Low-profile stable design maximizes officer’s view
• 4X digital zoom
• License plate legibility out to 30 feet
• Fully rotatable camera mount, 120 degree field of view

REAR CAMERA
• Compact & discreet
• 143 degree field of view capturing the entire back seat
• Infrared illumination for recording in dark conditions
Axon Fleet 3
Connected In-Car Video System with ALPR
FLEET 3
INTEGRATED IN-CAR VIDEO & ALPR

Plate recognition, amplified:
Get more coverage, alerts, and intelligence with an ethics-first approach

In-car meets real-time:
Axon Aware video live streaming and vehicle tracking

The future on wheels:
Featuring Axon ecosystem and a flexible cloud-connected platform
**Fleet 3 Dual-View Camera**

Evidence always available on wide-angle camera (left)
Secondary 4k camera used for zoom or ALPR (right)

Dual buttons control Dual-view and Interior cameras
Edge AI processing in camera
Fleet 3 Interior Camera

- Passenger-facing for prisoners or interviews
- Color camera in light conditions
- Infrared illumination for night view
Fleet 3 Hub

Controls up to 5 PoE cameras
Stores all evidence securely
Responsible for wireless offloading via Wi-Fi6 or LTE

GNSS for location services
Inputs for triggers, indicators, OBD-II
5G upgradeable
Fleet 3

In-Car Video Platform
All new architecture for performance, reliability, and expandability
Built-in services including ALPR and video live streaming

Dual-View Camera
Wide-angle and narrow-view cameras
Edge AI processing in camera

Viewer App
Interface for control, preview and tagging evidence
ALPR hotlist notification and response

Wireless Mic
1,000 ft range with 12-hour battery
Lapel microphone and belt clip

Interior Camera
Color camera in light conditions
Infrared illumination for night view

Hub
Controls and records cameras and mics
Stores all evidence securely
Automatic wireless offload
Integrated ALPR

Enable the entire patrol fleet to safely police the community

Offered alongside Flock Safety fixed ALPR system

8X more plate reads for the same spend

3+ lanes covered by a single RGB camera

Configurable alerts and mute mode

Ethical design framework with built-in controls
Axon Offload and Software

Connected In-Car Video System with ALPR
OFFLOADING VIDEO – WIFI OR LTE
RECORD, REPLAY, & ANNOTATE FROM MDT USING AXON VIEW XL
Evidence review needed

EVIDENCE REVIEW NEEDED

FRONT CAMERA
1 BACK CAMERA
BODY CAMERA

Evidence will be auto-submitted to the Upload Queue after 6 hours.
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PRIORITY UPLOAD
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